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you can use the various sounds with the standard three track sequencer. it works very well and is easy to use, however it does not sound anything like an actual double bass. i would hope that its
successor, ample bass upright iv, will offer the sound of an actual double bass in tracks 3 and 4, as the three-track sequencer is simply not as accurate as a high quality step sequencer. hopefully

ample bass upright iv will address this issue and offer the sound of a real double bass with three tracks. thankfully you can adjust the slider at the top of the track layout so that you get a "human feel"
to the note sequence with the volume slider at zero or many other percussive sounds to create a nice mix there are a lot of other features that make ample bass upright iii a great plugin. if you want
more of a slap type of sound, for instance, you can use a slap hammer and click on either of the top two tracks. try it and youll see what i mean. the slider at the top will make that layer louder and
quieter, but it does not stop that either. thats something that can only be done in a real double bass. if you want to create other percussive noises, ample has you covered. this includes all sorts of

percussive taps, gongs, racks, and cymbals to name a few. if you want a solid bass in track 3 and a high quality treble in track 4, you can be sure that ample bass upright iii will do that for you. i was
able to get a recording of my own double bass with the ample bass upright iii, which i sent to gene collard. with just a bit of tweaking, i was able to get the bass tone with the ample bass upright iii. i

think its a good indicator of how effective amples product is when it can do this. i could not get a good recording of my bass using just the ample bass upright iii, but it made for an interesting demo. it
turns out that gene probably needs to be kind of lazy, as he could have done something like this in a few minutes without troubles.
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